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mission



Licorice is a recycled, creative 
product family and an 

environmentally-friendly, attitude 
changing philosophy.  

We use bicycle inner tube waste  
as basic material, which reacts  

to problems of waste 
management  

and environmental sustainability.



original

Licorice original is the 
autumn/winter collection 

2014. The first series are 
organic weavings and 
foldings composed of 

authentic black rubber. 
Extraordinary and cool 

fashion accessory.
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peacock



dna



serpentine



marabu



track



wow



flamenco



orchidea



nest



tribe



ninja star



spaghetti



triangle



skin

Licorice skin is the  
spring/summer collection 
2016. This limited edition 

 is made out of powder  
colored latex inner tubes.  

Latex is an extremely  
sensitive material  
and as soft as the  
human skin itself.
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marabu small
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complementary

Licorice complementary  
is the spring/summer  

collection 2015.  
The contrast of warm  

and cool colors prevails  
in this unique set.  

Moderated red  
and sky turquoise adorn  

your everyday clothes.
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extreme



Licorice extreme is the 
autumn/winter collection 

2015. This set was  
influenced theatrically  

and was shown in fashion 
shows. You do not  
really need to wear  
any special clothes  

besides these art pieces.







freefall



bouquet

fan



experiment

Licorice experiment 
means industrial interior 

design, furnitures, objects 
and accessories. These 

ventures are unique, limited 
and extraordinary pieces, 

which are presented in 
exhibitions, fashion shows 

and performances.
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fashion show







Szolga Hajnal „Szaffi” Pataki Erika „Buba” Jankovics Gabriella

Licorice is an innovative 
social entrepreneurship, 

from the profit of its  
“slow fashion or  

soft design” products,  
it aims to employ  

young and emerging 
designers and  

product developers. 
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IMPRESSUM

Jewelry designers: 
Pataki Erika “Buba” 
and Hajnal Szolga “Szaffi”
Graphic designers:
Domenica Maiorino 
Rosita Uricchio
Photographer:
Csaba Peterdi
Creative staff:
Gabriella Jankovics
Orsolya Horváth
Pablo Elices Perez
Stylist:
Ezgi Akpinarli
Models:
Dorottya Hoffmann
Derya Demiroglu





SHOPS

MONOKROM: Király utca 33, Pécs H-7621

NÁDOR art & flower: Széchenyi tér 15, Pécs H-7621

PREZENT 1013 Budapest, Döbrentei utca 16

LAONI la STORE:  Klauzál tér 1, Budapest H-1072

KULTÚRCIKK coffee&design shop: Várkerület 92, Sopron H-9400

UPCYCLING FASHION STORE: Anklamer Str. 17, 10115 Berlin, Németország

UPCYCLING DELUX CONCEPT STORE: Kastanienallee 22, 10435 Berlin, Németország

Friendly Society Mode • Kunst • Kultursalon • Café

Griebenowstraße 23 - 10435 Berlin / Germany

WEBSHOP: www.upcycology.hu

CONTACT

Hungary, Pécs, 7624, Király utca 15 “Renesound”
+36 20 2206860

Germany, Berlin, 10119, Kanstanienallee 39
+49 17641730103

licoricejewellery@gmail.com


